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Extremely safe, extremely sharp, extremely variable

The CUTX maxi X7070 is our best, most variable and most sustainable 

CUTX safety knife and is the perfect companion for warehouse workers! 

Leadership qualities

Why does the CUTX maxi X7070 have such outstanding cutting properties 

and can even handle two-layer cartons with ease? Because we have added 

guide surfaces on the way to the blade that help you to cut at an angle and 

glide through the material to be cut even more easily.

Security certificate

GS certificate:  Nr. 187282 - 7551 - 13737 - 2023

Date of issue: 19.10.2023

applies to:    Art. 3010161 

Art. 3010132

Technical information

SAFETY KNIFE 

CUTX MAXI X7070 

VARIOCUT

Dimensions & Details

Variations:  Art. 3010161, grey-black 

 Art. 3010132, detect blue 

Art. 3010091, white-black 

other colours on request

Packing unit: Individual packaging

Dimensions (L x B x H): 149 x 39 x 123 mm

Product weight: 28 g

Cutting depth: 22 mm

Base material: plastic

Security level: 3   0 1 2 3

 concealed blade

EAN-Code Art. 3010161: 4251946400386 

EAN-Code Art. 3010132: 4251946400324 

EAN-Code Art. 3010091: 4251946400263

Customs tariff number: 82119300

Application Areas

The concealed blade provides maximum protection for your employees and 

your goods. Ergonomic design facilitates intensive cutting.

Cutting of: 

Cardboard, paper, adhesive tape, strapping tape, foil, sacks

For right- and left-handed people.

extremely economical and sustainable

The robust handle is the heart of the CUTX MAXI X7070 VarioCut, which 

can accompany you for years. The glass fibre reinforced blade head can be 

replaced easily and without tools. Since the blade can also be used on both 

sides of the blade head, the VCUTX MAXI X7070 VarioCut is an extremely 

durable safety knife at low cost. Depending on your preferences and 

requirements, the blade head is available with different blade types

Injuries and damages excluded

No matter whether you pull the knife out of your pocket, cut open a 

package or slip off by accident: the protective hook is always in front of the 

blade and thus prevents injuries to your employees and damage to your 

goods. Unnecessary costs for loss of work, clean-up work, replacement 

purchases and administrative work are avoided.

Extremly economical 

The robust handle is the centrepiece of the CUTX MAXI X7070 VarioCut, 

which can accompany you for a long time. The glass fibre-reinforced blade 

head can be replaced easily and without tools. As the blade can also be 

used on both sides of the blade head, the CUTX MAXI X7070 VarioCut is an 

extremely durable CUTX safety knife with low costs. 

Sustainable 

We want to do our bit: CUTX safety knives are made in Solingen /

Germany from up to 80% recyclable plastic. We use sustainable energy for 

production and assembly, including from our own solar power system. 

Our extensive experience in knife production also guarantees consistently 

high quality and durability. 

You can also do your bit: we take back old cutting tools and recycle them 

properly. Please contact us: mail@cutx.info

Printing and special colours possible

Our items are also available in your favorite colours. In addition, they can 

be printed, so that you have here an excellent and individual advertising 

medium, which your customers will certainly take at hand again and again.

strapping tape adhesive tapefoil cardboard paper
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Easy change blade

The blade is firmly moulded into the blade head. The blade can be changed 

without tools by replacing the blade head. This also minimises the risk of 

injury.  

Technical information
Safety knife  

CUTX MAXI X7070

Spare parts / blades

DThe replacement blades are supplied in dispensers of 10 each.

H10006 Standard blade VarioCut

Open the locking 

screw by turning to 

the left

Pull out the blade head Insert new blade head 

Blade type: H10006

Close the locking 

screw by turning it to 

the right

Safety instructions

Please read the instructions carefully and keep them to ensure prolonged 

and safe use of our cutting tools. 

This product is only approved for manual cutting and must not be used for 

purposes other than those for which it is intended. Care must be taken to 

ensure correct handling and use. 

Avoid injury: Only use cutting tools that are in good condition and have 

sharp, undamaged blades. Exercise caution when handling this product. 

Be sure to familiarise yourself with its handling and operation beforehand. 

The sharp blade can cause serious cuts. Do not hold the blade, do not place 

your other hand along the cutting path of the cutter and always cut past 

your body. Replace blunt blades quickly and dispose of them properly.

Tighten the cutter to avoid injury. Store the cutter in a safe place.

Keep the cutter clean and do not expose it unnecessarily to dust, dirt and 

moisture to ensure longevity.

No liability is accepted for consequential damage. 

Subject to technical changes and errors! 

This product should not be used by children! 

see also safety instructions

Safe handling

The safety hook on the CUTX maxi X7070 is always located in front of the 

blade. This prevents injury to people and goods. 

Attach blade / insert 

hook

Angle the knife side-

ways for cardboard 

packaging

Carry out the cut quickly
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